CHILDREN’S BOOKS

A Friend from Galilee  Dandi Daley Mackall  This colourful book builds an approachable portrait of Jesus Christ leading children to a deeper friendship with Him. Ages 3-6.  $10.00

An Easter Hunt  Sarah R. Chisholm  A family Easter hunt tells the story of Jesus’ last days on earth and the meaning of Easter. Each colourful page contains a hidden object to find.  $9.00

Answers Book for Kids Vol. I & II  Ken Ham  Each book answers 25 questions in a friendly and readable style, including topics such as God and the Bible, Creation and the Fall, Dinosaurs and the Flood. (Ages 7 – 11)  $8.00 each

A.P. Early Reader “God Made . . .” Series  Colour pictures on every page help children learn about the Designer who made them. Six separate titles: Animals / Dinosaurs / Fish / Insects / Plants / The World. (Ages 5 - 7)  $2.00 each

A.P. Learn to Read Series  These books are designed to assist children to learn to read while introducing them to the Creator.

- Bats, Cats and Rats  $2.00 each
- Birds, Bugs and Bees  $2.00 each
- Dogs, Frogs and Hogs  $2.00 each
- Ducks, Bucks, and Woodchucks  $2.00 each
- Fish, Flies, and Fleas  $2.00 each
- Goose, Moose, and Mongoose  $2.00 each
- Ducks, Bucks, and Woodchucks  Ages 3 – 5
- Birds, Bugs and Bees  Ages 3 – 5
- Bats, Cats and Rats  Ages 3 – 5
- Fish, Flies, and Fleas  Ages 3 – 5
- Goose, Moose, and Mongoose  Ages 3 – 5

Bombo Creativity Book  Elsie Larson  Four New Bombo adventures help children become independent thinkers and create from their own imaginations. The book is filled with puzzles, scrambled words, dot-to-dot pictures, patterns for mobiles, cartoons and more. Ages 6 to 8.  $6.00

Bombo Finds a Friend  Elsie Larson  This second adventure for the chubby bumblebee picks up where Bombo left off – teaching children honest, important values like respect and helping a friend. Hardcover with full-colour illustrations. Ages 6 to 8.  $14.00

Bombo: The Bombardier Beetle  H. Rue  Little Bomby learns about where he came from and how his canons work. Grades 4-6.  $8.00

Daddy, is there Really a God?  John Morris  In this book, a father answers the title question by giving his daughter clues which point to the incredible design in the universe. An entertaining story with a strong message.  Hardcover $14.00

Dinky Dinosaur: Creation Days  Darrell Wiskur  For preschoolers, the cartoon dinosaur Dinky tells about each day of creation in this full-colour board book.  $8.00

Dinosaur Activity Book  Earl & Bonita Snellenberger  Kids will enjoy learning about some of the most popular – and most unusual – dinosaurs in this book chock-full of information. The book includes mazes, puzzles, word finds, games and other skill challenges. (Grades 1 – 6)  $8.00

Dinosaur Fun with Letters  Bryan Miller  Colourful illustrations enhance this adventure with dinosaurs from A to Z. Each letter is highlighted with a dinosaur whose name starts with that letter and children are encouraged to trace each letter and learn to print it. The book is erasable and a pen is included.  $10.00

“God Created” Series  Colour and sticker books with educational text. Eight separate titles: Animals / Birds / Dinosaurs / Insects / People / Plants & Trees / Sea Life / The World and the Universe. Ages 4 to 10.  $6.00 each

God Made Creepy Crawlies  Sally Anne Conan  With playful verse and vibrant illustrations, this book explores unique characteristics of a wide variety of animals and encourages young readers to celebrate their own differences as well. Ages 3 – 6  $9.00

God Made Hugs  Sally Anne Conan  An early reader with only 50 different words will teach children about animals and the importance of hugs. Ages 4 – 7  $6.00

God’s Amazing Creatures and Me  Helen and Paul Haidle  A children’s devotional teaching about God’s unique creatures and challenging children to spiritual growth. Ages 6 to 10.  $9.00

Great Dinosaur Mystery and the Bible  P. Taylor  A colourfully illustrated book for children (and their parents) in a biblical framework of history. The environment, extinction, descendants and ancient stories surrounding dinosaurs are described. Grades 4 to 7.  Hardcover $21.00

Hide and Seek  Mona Gansberg Hodgson  A child-friendly board book that introduces the fruit of the Spirit. Ages 4-9.  $12.00

Hummy and the Wax Castle  E. Ernst  Hummy, the bee, gives Josh some detailed lessons on bee anatomy and society. God’s marvelous creation of bees is stressed throughout. Ages 7-10.  $10.00

I Wonder How God Made Me  Mona Hodgson  In taking a whimsical look at God’s creation through the eyes of a child, this book provides imaginative activities for children ages 4 to 7.  $9.00

I Wonder What I can Give God  Mona Hodgson  This book focuses on what we can give back to God in thanksgiving and on discovering God’s infinite creativity. Ages 4-7  $9.00

It’s Designed to Do What it Does Do  Ken Ham & Buddy Davis  A child-friendly board book that explores God’s design in animals. Ages 3-6  $8.00

95 Animals of the Bible  Nancy P. Johnson  This book features many of the animals mentioned in the Bible. Each is shown in a splendid full-colour painting with brief description and fascinating facts.  $15.00
Noah’s Ark and the Ararat Adventure  John D. Morris The adventure isn’t over yet! Dr. John Morris has up-to-date information on the latest clues to whether or not the Ark is possibly on Mt. Ararat. He discusses the stone formation in Turkey that many feel is the Ark. Dr. Morris has added many photos from his personal collection for the new chapter. Ages 6 to Adult. Hardcover $16.00

Noah’s Ark and the Great Flood  Gloria Clanin and Lloyd Hight The account of the flood is seen through the eyes of two children as they listen to their grandfather tell the story of God’s love and power, a beautiful picture of our safety in Jesus Christ. Grades 1-4. $8.00

Noah’s Ark, Noah’s Flood  John Morris Noah’s flood is explained as a real, historical event. Rock strata demonstrate that a watery catastrophe thousands of years ago is the only reasonable explanation for the trillions of fossils we see today. Ages 6-12. Hardcover $14.00

Not Too Small at All  Stephanie Z. Townsend Follow the charming story of Grandpa Mouse’s journey to the ark as children see how they too can accomplish big things despite (or even because of) their small size. (Ages 3 – 7) $12.00

Really Big Barn on Noah’s Farm  Darrell Wiskur Stir up your child’s imagination with the story of Noah after the flood as he and all the animals come out of the ark to begin life all over again. $15.00

Silver Ship: Undersea Journey  Darrell Wiskur Preschool children will delight in this board book that takes them on a voyage under the sea to discover the unique creatures there. Complete with full colour illustrations. $8.00

Story of Creation  Beth Atchison This classic Arch Book tells the creation story with colourful pictures and creative poems. Ages 4 – 7 $2.50

These are Friends of Jesus  Shirley Neitzel This book introduces young children ages 4-8 to people impacted by Christ in a repeated rhyming style based on This is the House that Jack Built. $10.00

This is the Lunch that Jesus Served  Dandi Daley Mackall A rhyming version of the story of the feeding of the five thousand with delightful illustrations. Ages 4-8 $10.00

Three-In-One: A Picture of God  Joanne Marxhausen A clear explanation of the Trinity to young children in easy-to-understand words and pictures. Ages 4-9. $9.00

Timothy Whale’s Rainbow  Darrell Wiskur The story of Noah’s ark and the flood is seen through the eyes of a young whale who discovers that God’s love and provision save His people, no matter what. $14.00

Tower of Babel, The  Gloria Clanin and Lloyd Hight A grandfather tells his grandchildren about the tower that was built in rebellion against God. Following the confusion of languages, great civilizations begin to emerge. Grades 1 to 4 $8.00

Trip to the Ocean, A  John Morris This full-colour children’s book helps young readers understand the mysterious ocean while introducing them to a wide variety of God’s creatures. A study section in the back contains terms, facts and what the Bible says about the ocean. Ages 5 to 12. Hardcover $15.00

“Truth About” Tract Series (AP) The tracts explore subjects that are of special interest to kids. Each one is brief and to the point, is printed in full colour and is filled with “cool” facts from both the Bible and science. Nine titles available. Suitable for Grades 4-8. $0.30 ea.

Westley the Big Truck  James McEwen This colourful book tells how Westley learns that he was especially created for a specific purpose by a creator. Children see the parallel between Westley and themselves. Ages 5-8. $10.00

Whale of a Story  Buddy Davis This children’s book has full colour, full-page artwork and features a ship’s crew in the seas of the 1800s and their adventures. Along the way, the captain tells the crew the story of Jonah, and it’s a whale of a story. Ages 8-12. $17.00

What Really Happened to the Dinosaur?  J. Morris & K. Ham Designed to teach children about the world before the Biblical Flood, as well as the effects of the Flood and how dinosaurs became extinct. A colourful, cartoon-type book for young children. Grades K to 3. Hardcover $12.00

What’s So Hot about the Sun?  Roger Howerton Learn lots of fantastic facts and incredible information as Max answers questions about the solar system God created. $5.00

What’s So Striking about Lightning?  Roger Howerton Learn lots of fantastic facts and incredible information as Max answers questions about God’s creation and the weather. $5.00

When Dragons’ Hearts Were Good  Buddy Davis This delightful tale for children portrays a “day in the life” of Adam, Eve and a fictional pair of dragons. Join them as they romp together back in time before sin entered the world. Hardcover $16.00

You are So Wonderful  Jacqueline Janette Lewis With simple rhyming text and charming illustrations, this inviting read-together book affirms the uniqueness of each child. Fun to read and hear, and featuring illustrations of children of many races, this book emphasizes that each person is special and deeply loved by God. Preschool. $14.00
Adams Chart of History  
**Sebastian Adams**  
This 25-foot long fold out chart features detailed, full-colour drawings of various stages of history from Adam and Eve to the late 19th C. It clearly synchronizes the Bible with secular world history.  
**$30.00**

Amazing Story of Creation, The **D. Gish**  
A beautifully illustrated book covering a broad range of creation science subjects written for the layman. This book carefully explains the scientific facts which support the biblical story of creation and also refutes the evolutionary ideas which are frequently encountered on television and in the public schools. Ages 12 and up.  
**$25.00**

An Insider’s Guide to Successful Science Fair Projects **Felice Gerwitz**  
Inside this handbook you will find all the “insider’s secrets” toward creating and presenting a winning project.  
**$9.00**

Apostle’s Creed, The **Jim Gimbel**  
In three sections, in easy to read verse, this book describes God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit and the attributes and characteristics of each. Profusely illustrated.  
**$10.00**

Aquarium Guide  
This book covers more than 100 of God’s sea creatures and gives information about their unique features and incredible design. Profusely illustrated.  
**$19.00**

Astronomy Book, The  
**Jonathan Henry**  
Enhanced with dozens of colour photos and illustrations, this book gives a wealth of knowledge on subjects such as supernovas, red shift, facts about planets, and much more. Hardcover $15.00

Backyard Scientist Series  
**Jane Hoffman**  
Each book contains its own special collection of exciting hands-on science experiments guaranteed to thrill, delight and educate any young scientist. Experiments use commonly available, low-cost supplies.  
- **The Original Backyard Scientist** Makes the world of chemistry and physics come alive for children ages 4-12.  
  **$8.00**  
- **The Backyard Scientist Series One** Makes the world of chemistry and physics come alive for children ages 4-12.  
  **$10.00**  
- **The Backyard Scientist Series Two** Hands-on experiments in chemistry and physics astonish children ages 9-14.  
  **$10.00**  
- **The Backyard Scientist Series Three** Exciting, easy-to-understand experiments in the life sciences for ages 4-12.  
  **$10.00**  
- **The Backyard Scientist Series Four** Challenging experiments for individual or group investigations for all ages.  
  **$10.00**  
- **Exploring Earthworms with Me** Experiments with this interesting and beneficial little animal for 4-12 year olds.  
  **$10.00**  
- **Biblical Applications from the Backyard Scientist** Contains biblical interpretations of the experiments in the above books.  
  **$8.00**  
- **Backyard Scientist: A Science Wonderland for the Very Young** Simple, fun-to-do experiments for ages 2-7.  
  **$10.00**

Beginnings Curriculum  
**Stacia McKeever**  
Students in grades 1-5 are taught to answer foundational questions of the Christian faith. Included are teacher’s manual, one set of full-colour student handouts and a CD-ROM with presentation illustrations.  
**$20.00**

Biblical Catastrophism and Geology  
**Henry Morris**  
This 24-page booklet presents a Biblical framework of history for interpreting geological data.  
**$0.75**

Body by Design  
**Alan C. Gillen**  
While defining the basic anatomy and physiology in each of 11 body systems, this book explores the wonder, beauty and creation of the human body.  
**$15.00**

Building Blocks in Science  
**Gary Parker**  
This fascinating book exposes the false nature of Darwinian thought. Students will learn about the history of the world from creation to the dinosaurs to the present from a biological evolution-free viewpoint. (Grades 6 – 12)  
**$12.00**

Cave Book, The  
**Emil Silvestru**  
This is a thorough exploration of the beautiful formations, thriving ecology, unique animals and fragile balance of the cave ecosystem. From the merely curious to the serious spelunker, this book is a captivating look at this unseen world.  
**$15.00**

Children of the Covered Wagon  
**Mary Jane Carr**  
Through the eyes of 7 and 11 year old boys, this story chronicles the trials and tribulations of a company of pioneers who brave the dangers of the Oregon trail in 1844.  
**$11.00**

Christian Biographies  
**$10.00**

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book K  
This colourful reader will introduce kindergarten students to God’s marvelous creation and reinforce phonics principles. Every two pages highlight an animal whose name begins with a different letter of the alphabet.  
**$4.00**

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 2  
**Julia McNair Wright**  
This supplemental reader teaches Gr. 2 youngsters about interesting small creatures. Review questions are provided in the text.  
**$7.00**

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 3  
**Julia McNair Wright**  
This third grade reader exposes students to the daily routine of various animals. Review questions are provided in the text.  
**$7.00**

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 4  
Supplemental reading text for 4th grade students interested in learning more about animals  
**$7.00**

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 5  
**Michael J. McHugh**  
This supplemental reader teaches fifth grade students about the wonderful human body. Review questions are provided in the text.  
**$7.00**
Complete Zoo Adventure, The  Gary and Mary Parker  With sections focused on preparing for the trip, learning while at the zoo and activities to reinforce what is learned, this adventure package is a great way for homeschoolers or any family to direct a field trip.  $14.00

Computers, Kids and Christian Education  Neal MacQueen  This book is a great way to reach into the culture and redeem the tools that children are exposed to and using in their everyday world. $17.00

Creation Study Guides  These books each contain over 250 activities in eight different school subjects and are suitable for grades K-12. They include teaching outlines and reproducible sheets.  Creation Anatomy, Creation Astronomy, Creation Geology, Creation Science $20.00 ea.

Creation/Evolution: It matters what we believe  Mike Riddle  An excellent study guide on the Biblical Doctrine of creation for Sunday school, home Bible studies and home school. Each of ten sessions concludes with discussion questions.  $12.00

Daily Life at the Time of Jesus  Miriam Feinberg Varnosh  Original illustrations of life in New Testament times, maps, photographs of the Holy Land and the most significant archaeological finds of the past half-century combine to bring alive the times of Jesus in a novel and fascinating way. (100 pages)  $22.00

Darwin's Demise  Joe White & Nicholas Comminellis  This book is a hard-hitting, fast-moving collection of evidence for creation presented in an interesting and entertaining format for young adults.  $15.00

Design Series  These books for upper level home school students include review and discussion questions at the end of each chapter. See individual descriptions for Body by Design, Flood by Design, Geology by Design, Universe by Design.

Dinosaurs by Design  Duane T. Gish  Journey into the exciting world of dinosaurs! Are there dinosaurs in the Bible? What do dinosaurs have to do with Noah's Ark and the Ice Age? What were the Dinosaur Wars? Learn the answers to these questions and many more in the beautifully illustrated hardback book. Preschool to Adult.  Hardcover $16.00

Dinosaurs of Eden  Ken Ham  This book follows two teenagers travelling through time discovering facts about dinosaurs in many eras. On their journey, the teens also witness the fall of man, discover the need for a Saviour and travel into the future to see the judgment.  $16.00

Dry Bones... and Other Fossils  Gary E. Parker  Written as a sort of diary of the fossil-hunting Parker family, this book gives much information about fossils and the Flood. In conversational style and with many striking cartoon illustrations, it makes an ideal teaching tool for children. Grades 2 to 4.  Hardcover $15.00

Elements of Faith  Richard Duncan  This fascinating book examines the first 50 elements of the Periodic Table giving their properties, importance and spiritual applications. Review questions and experiments are included.  $13.00

Evolution Exposed  Roger Patterson  This "survival guide" for teens reveals the evolutionary beliefs that permeate today's science textbooks. Blatant bias and carefully worded misrepresentations are cross-referenced to free online articles that give quick access to scientific and biblical answers.  $15.00

Evolution Exposed – Biology  Roger Patterson  The author has researched an additional textbook to expand the usefulness of his first book.  $15.00

Evolution Exposed – Earth Science  Roger Patterson  In this book, the author reveals the evolutionary beliefs that permeate Earth Science textbooks using the same format as his original Evolution Exposed.  $15.00

Evolution: The Grand Experiment  Carl Werner  Dr. Werner brings together scientists on both sides of the Creation-Evolution controversy to present their findings. The reader is allowed to make up his or her mind as to which view is supported by the evidence. Very well illustrated.  $27.00

Exploring God's Creation  This grade 3 science textbook helps students study matter, energy, plants, animals, the human body and Biblical conservation.  $11.00

Exploring the History of Medicine  John Tiner  This book takes a look at medical practices from the ancient past to the present, including biographical sketches of famous persons of medicine. Each chapter features illustrations and study questions.  $15.00

Exploring Planet Earth  John Tiner  This book brings to life the experiments and explorations of people from the early Greeks to present space travel. Each chapter has a set of review questions.  $15.00

Exploring the World around You  Gary Parker  This tour of the seven different terrestrial biomes explains each unique ecosystem with excellent illustrations and questions at the end of each chapter (with an answer key) – a wonderful supplement to any home school curriculum.  $15.00

Exploring the World of Biology  John Tiner  John Tiner continues the informative “Exploring” series with the latest addition covering Biology from mushrooms to complex life forms.  $14.00

Exploring the World of Chemistry  John Tiner  As well as presenting biographical sketches of famous scientists, this book provides students with a solid foundation for understanding the crucial purposes of chemistry.  $15.00

Exploring the World of Mathematics  John Hudson Tiner  From ancient record keeping to the latest advances in computers, it is amazing how ten simple digits can be used in an endless number of ways to benefit man. That is the fascinating story of this book.  $15.00

Exploring the World of Physics  John Tiner  This book explains the fascinating world of physics in a way that students from elementary to high school can comprehend. It is complete with illustrations and chapter questions.  $14.00
Flood by Design Michael Oard A thorough and educational exploration of the effect of the Genesis flood on the earth's surface, this book examines geological and other proof of a global event rather than just a local flood. Hardcover $16.00

Fossil Book, The Gary and Mary Parker This well-illustrated book is a wonderful guide to how coal, oil and fossils are formed. Learn how to extract, identify, store and display your own fossil collection. $15.00

Fossils: Key to the Present R. Bliss, D. Gish and G. Parker A study module using the two-model (creation/evolution) approach. Strikingly illustrated study on the significance of the fossil record for Jr. High to adult. $10.00

Genesis: Finding our Roots Ruth Beechick This is an unique look at Genesis 1-11. It is suitable for family studies or for teenagers' independent study. It covers such topics as history of art, literature, astronomy, religion, languages and evolutionism while providing a basic Biblical worldview. Hardcover $18.00

Genesis of Germs, The Allan C. Gillen Gillen shows how constantly mutating diseases are proof for devolution rather than evolution and how all of these germs fit into a biblical world view. $13.00

Geology Book, The John Morris Profusely illustrated, this book discusses earth's natural history, the beauty of the earth's crust and the scientific evidences for creation. A free pull-out poster is included. Hardcover $16.00

Geology by Design Carl Froede Jr. Using data from geological studies the author shows that geology's observational science fits like a glove with biblical history. This technical study of rock strata and their fossils gives a solidly scientific rationale for believing in a young earth. $14.00

Glow-in-the-Dark Fish; and 59 more ways to see God through His creation B.J. Reinhard Here is a book that inspires children to value nature because it is interesting and because it bears testimony to the Creator. $16.00

God's Wonderful Works Eric Bristley & Edward Shewan Students explore the creation of the physical world, energy, plants, heavenly bodies, animals and human beings. The book includes hands-on activities and review questions. Grade 2. Hardcover $11.00

Heart and Mind Ruth Beechick This book offers fresh insight on what the Bible says about learning. The Bible says that the heart knows, considers, speaks, remembers, deceives, meditates and other functions that modernists like to attribute to the brain. Dr. Beechick shows how important it is to teach to the heart. Hardcover $12.00

History for Little Pilgrims Michael McHugh (Ed) Primary students will love this colourful and easy to read book of world history from creation to the present. Although addressed to “pilgrims”, only 4 of 15 chapters deal only with US history. Hardcover $12.00

History for Little Pilgrims Coloring Book Find 38 pictures from the book of the same title for children to colour as they read the easy to understand history text. $3.00

How to Study Edward J. Shewan In simple, straightforward language, this book explains how one can learn to study. Useful for both teachers and students in grades 7 to 12. Hardcover $6.00

How to Write Clearly Ruth Beechick The meaning approach is a refreshing and easy route to good writing for writers from young teens to adults. A bonus chapter gives a history of how the English language came to us. Hardcover $6.00

Human Body, The Wayne Jackson This book presents convincing evidence that our bodies are not evolutionary accidents but are clear proof of a creator. The anatomic and physiological facts recorded are extremely accurate and minutely detailed. Hardcover $11.00

In the Days of Noah Gloria Clainin This book gives a wide-eyed look into what life must have been like 5000 years ago. Basic questions such as ship size, care of the animals and many others are answered. Grade 4 up. Hardcover $16.00

Life in the Great Ice Age Michael and Beverly Oard In part one of this book, spend a summer with Jabeth and his family as they survive a saber-toothed tiger attack, battle a cave bear, and go on a woolly mammoth hunt. Part two explains the scientific reasons for the Ice Age. Archaeological and fossil finds are discussed in detail. Grade 4 to Adult. Hardcover $16.00

Lift Up Your Eyes on High James Nickel Students will find interesting facts regarding the stars and drawings to stimulate a greater understanding of astronomy. Includes review questions and research projects. Hardcover $14.00

Lost World Adventures, The Mark Smith Characters originally created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle are placed in the explosive setting of the creation/evolution debate. A skeptical evolutionist leads a party to darkest Africa to search for living dinosaurs in this gripping adventure story. Hardcover $10.00
Lysbeth: A Tale of the Dutch H. Rider Haggard
This historical novel about a Dutch woman who is caught up in the terrors of the Spanish Inquisition during the 1500s continues to remind readers of the value of religious liberty. $12.00

Marvels of Creation Buddy and Kay Davis
Each full colour book features 30 photographs of animals from around the world along with a page of facts and commentary about each creature. The amazing design elements of the animal world will open student’s eyes to the marvel that is God’s handiwork. Titles include Breathtaking Birds, Magnificent Mammals, Sensational Sea Creatures. $13.00 each

Mystery of the Ark Paul Thomsen
Two teams of explorers are chased by a ruthless gang of bandits while searching for Noah’s ark. This book details their unbelievable escape through winding crevices and sheer ice cliffs. $6.00

Ocean Book, The Frank Sherwin
Full colour illustrations help to teach about the abundance and diversity of life, the wealth of resources and the simple mysteries of earth’s final frontier. $15.00

Origin of Life: Evolution-Creation R. Bliss, G. Parker, and D. Gish
A study module comparing creation and evolution theories, calling attention to the importance of a critical examination of the data. Frequent review questions make this a good book for students from grades 7 to 12. $10.00

Our Father’s World David Arwin & Michael McHugh
This science text for grade 1 students covers plants, animals, basic health and insects with hands-on activities, vocabulary drills and comprehension questions. $10.00

Pearl Maiden Sir H. Rider Haggard
A classic adventure novel about a young Christian woman facing numerous fiery trials during the first century. High school to adult. $11.00

Questions Curriculum Stacia McKeever
Kids answer the world’s big questions about their faith. This package includes a teacher’s manual, student worksheets and CD-ROM with presentation illustrations. $18.00

Science and The Bible (Vol. 1), (Vol. 2), (Vol. 3) Donald B. De Young
Each book contains instructions, explanations and Bible lessons for 30 science demonstrations. The book will be useful to teachers, home schoolers and youth speakers wanting an unusual object lesson. $13.00 ea.

Science, Kids and Christian Education Debbie O’Neal
This book will capture the curiosity of kids of all ages about nature, creation and the world they know God made. The many definitions, activities and experiments make it an excellent resource for Sunday School, home school and after-school use. $17.00

Scientific Case Against Evolution, The Henry Morris
This 24-page booklet provides an excellent summary of the scientific evidence showing why evolution is impossible. $0.75

Search for the Truth Bruce Malone
The easy to understand and illustrated articles cover every aspect of the creation/evolution controversy. Copying permitted. $12.00

Seven C’s of History Stacia McKeever, Dan Lietha
This new curriculum was created to help children ages 7-11 to defend their faith and develop a biblical world view. It includes instruction, cartoons and suggested activities. $20.00

Skeletions in Your Closet Gary Parker
This book exposes the lies presented to the public with regard to human origins. There are Biblical answers concerning the dating of fossils and early man’s capabilities. $17.00

Someone’s Making a Monkey out of You Patrick Marks
Written for junior high students, this book answers the most important questions they are likely to meet in school or on TV. An excellent first book on creation science. $9.00

Story of Inventions, The Frank P. Bachman
This illustrated book provides readers with the opportunity to learn about great inventors and inventions from 1620 to the 1990s. $9.00

Story of the Wright Brothers and their Sister, The Lois Mills
This illustrated reader contains a wonderful story of the fascinating and exciting adventures of the Wright brothers and the special relationship between them and their sister. Grades 3-7. $8.00

Streams of Civilization (Vol. 1) Mary Stanton and Albert Hyma
This hardbound history book provides a comprehensive overview of ancient history, from Creation to the discovery of the Americas, within a Christian perspective. Extensive vocabulary questions and exercises are listed throughout the text. High School and up. Hardcover $23.00

Streams of Civilization (Vol. 1) Teacher’s Guide. $7.00

Streams of Civilization (Vol. 2) Gary J. Moes
This world history text provides a comprehensive overview of modern history from 1600 to 1996 within a Christian perspective. High School and up. Hardcover $25.00

Streams of Civilization (Vol. 2) Answer Key. $7.00

Teaching Science and Having Fun Felice Gerwitz
A complete “how-to-teach” science guide covering all grade levels. A great value for the beginning or experienced home educator. $17.00

Truth be Told Kyle Butt & Eric Lyons
This book is a compilation and refutation of the false evolutionary ideas found in the most popular science textbooks. Review questions for each chapter. $18.00

Truth Seeker Mystery Series C. & F. Gerwitz
In this series you’ll experience adventure, mystery, heart stopping suspense and faith played out first hand by the Murphy family. Readers are kept guessing to the very end. $11.00 ea.

The Missing Link: Found
Dinosaur Quest: at Diamond Peak
Keys to the Past: Unlocked
Literature Study Guides for above books $9.00 ea.
Universe by Design  Danny Faulkner  Written for the upper-level student through the well-read layman, this book explores the universe, explaining its origins and discussing the historical development of cosmology from a creation viewpoint. $15.00

Uncovering the Mysterious Wooly Mammoth  Michael Oard  In this sequel to Life in the Great Ice Age Follow Tungus and his tribe as they travel to a better climate. Learn how people lived, the challenges they faced in daily life and why the woolly mammoths disappeared while the Ice Age was ending. $14.00

Unlocking the Mysteries of Creation  D. Petersen  An incredible mini-encyclopedia for all ages with hundreds of original illustrations and thought-provoking questions to ponder about creation and ancient man. Excellent resource for the whole family. Jr. High to Adult. Hardcover $32.00

Virtual Field Trips: An Online Study  Felice Gerwitz  This book turns the internet in to a goal oriented tool for learning. Visit many places at the click of a mouse. Each subject area is covered with several field trips in each. Comes with complete lesson plans, questions and answers for K – 12. $16.00

Weather Book, The  Michael Oard  Learn how thunderstorms build, hurricanes form and tornadoes destroy. Read about fascinating insights into weather in the past including Noah’s flood and the Ice Age. Grade 4 and up. Hardcover $15.00

William Wilberforce  Ken Belmonte  Walk the fascinating pathways and historic halls of England as you retrace the steps of this legendary abolitionist and staunch Christian man of faith. $11.00

William Wilberforce Activity Book  $4.50

A Closer Look at the Evidence  Richard & Tina Kleiss  This book offers awesome evidence, primarily scientific, for the existence of a Creator. Arranged in an enjoyable daily devotional format, each day provides yet another reason to trust God’s Word. $10.00

Annals of the World  James Ussher  Dated and referenced, this is an accurate presentation of history from creation to A.D. 70. Paperback 960 pages. $24.00

A Pocket Guide for Global Warming  Presenting a balanced approach to climate change, experts in climatology and atmospheric science show why much of the hype and alarmism of the environmental movement is misplaced. This book contains the full transcript of the Global Warming DVD. $5.00

A Second Look at Fundamentalism, The Scopes Trial and Inherit the Wind  Nicholas Aksionozky  Eye-opening research exposes humanistic bias behind manipulated reports and drama of the celebrated Scopes trial. $12.00

Adam and His Kin  R. Beechick  History from creation to the call of Abram is neatly arranged within the time line as given in the Bible. An entertaining, informative and remarkably easy-to-read book. $9.00

POPULAR

After Eden  Henry Morris III  A treatise and doctrinal stand against the dangerous teaching of “progressive creationism”. $14.00

After the Flood  Bill Cooper  This book presents startling evidence showing how dragon legends of Europe and Great Britain could actually be accounts of real dinosaurs. Also shows fascinating revelations that the earliest Europeans recorded their descent from Noah through Japheth and knew all about the flood. $14.00

Alien Intrusion  Gary Bates  The author provides exhaustive and riveting detail into the UFO phenomenon from ancient sightings to modern analysis, all from a scriptural perspective. $15.00

Astronomy and The Bible  D. DeYoung  The questions in this intriguing book are answered precisely, scientifically, and from a clear Christian perspective. $14.00

Beginning of the World, The  H. Morris  A 13-chapter study guide to Genesis 1-11. Each chapter concludes with a set of seven discussion questions. An excellent text for adult Sunday School or Home Bible Study $11.00

Wonder of Man  Werner Gitt  Many unique features of our bodies’ design and construction are explained in detail. Logical conclusions are drawn from these features about the Originator of mankind. Hard cover book with colour features of the body parts. $16.00


World God Made, The  Edward J. Shewan  This science text is designed to give kindergarten students a simple overview of the basic elements of science from a Christian perspective. $10.00

World History Made Simple  Ruth Beechick  Teens and adults will gain a knowledge of history past and future, and gain also a biblical worldview to help with thinking about governments and issues of today. $13.00

Writing a Research Paper  Edward J. Shewan  This booklet is designed to guide the student through the process of writing a research paper – from selecting a topic to publishing the final draft. $4.00

You CAN Teach Your Child Successfully  Ruth Beechick  This classic gives nitty-gritty help for each subject in grades 4 – 7. One reader describes it as the most practical manual on the subject. $12.00

Zoo Guide  This full-colour book describes more than 100 creatures and taps into the incredible facts and design features that point to our amazing Creator. $19.00
Bible and the Age of the Earth, The Bert Thompson This book includes the scriptural evidence for a young Earth, refutation of false old-Earth theories and the relevance of Biblical genealogies. $7.00

Biblical Creationism Henry M. Morris This unique book discusses every passage in the Bible that deals with creation and the Flood. It is easy to understand and will be invaluable for all who are serious about studying the Bible. Paperback $13.00

Biblical Ethics and Modern Science Wayne Jackson A brief summary of genetic engineering, abortion, suicide, euthanasia, cloning and a myriad of other challenging issues facing the modern world. The author lays out Biblical principles by which Christians can address these problems. $6.00

Big Argument: Does God Exist? John Ashton & Michael Westcott Twenty-four scholars explain how their science, archaeology and philosophy haven’t disproved God. The result is sure to intrigue believers and skeptics alike. $15.00

Big God vs. Big Science Bill Sardi This book is a rebuttal to the theory that the earth is billions of years old. $9.00

Bone of Contention S. Baker In laymen’s language explains how evolution became popular, and refutes its claims. Well illustrated. Magazine format. $5.00

Case for the Existence of God, The Bert Thompson and Wayne Jackson. This book is packed with evidences from nature regarding the existence of God. Excellent for use with someone who doubts God exists. $8.00

Christian and Medical Ethics, The Bert Thompson This booklet examines the pro’s and con’s of current, and proposed, procedures in the area of reproductive technology. Scientific proposals with regard to cloning, artificial insemination, in vitro fertilization, and so forth, are examined in light of what the Scriptures have to say. $7.00

Chronology of the Old Testament Floyd Nolen Jones Dr. Jones carefully and thoroughly investigates the chronological and mathematical facts of the Old Testament, proving them to be accurate and reliable. Included are explanatory text, detailed charts and a CD. $22.00

Collapse of Evolution, The (3rd Edition) Scott M. Huse Written in lay language, this book explores many branches of science to expose the weakness of evolution. $16.00

Coming to Grips with Genesis Terry Mortenson, ed. Bringing to bear rigorous, scholarly, biblical and theological arguments in favour of a young earth, fourteen different scholars discuss a number of contemporary interpretations of the book of Genesis. $15.00

Completing the Picture Margaret Helder This is one of a few Canadian books which involve specific references to Canadian fossils and Canadian places and personalities. This is a book for the whole family. $10.00

Creation and Time Mark Van Bebber & Paul Taylor A well-documented response to the erroneous biblical claims of old-earth Progressive Creationism as popularized by Dr. Hugh Ross. $11.00

Creation, Evolution, and the Age of the Earth W. Jackson Written in clear, non-technical language, this book examines historical, scientific and biblical evidence which shows that the Earth is relatively young. $6.00

Creation: Facts of Life Gary Parker Classic arguments for evolution are refuted in an entertaining and easy-to-read style. Revised and updated. $12.00

Creative Defense: Evidence Against Evolution Nicholas Comninennis This book contains the most useful and powerful references, arguments, and quotations available to help Christians defend creation and denounce evolution. $15.00

Darwin’s Enigma Luther Sunderland Darwin’s Enigma contains some of the most compelling data yet available that this anti-God philosophy of evolution is built on carefully constructed lies. Much of the author’s research consists of remarkable admissions by leading evolutionists concerning the bankrupt nature of the evolution theory. $13.00

Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds Philip E. Johnson Here is first-rate advice on avoiding common mistakes on discussions about evolution, spotting deceptive arguments, and grasping the basic scientific issues. $14.00

Did God Use Evolution? Werner Gitt. As an information scientist Werner Gitt critically analyzes and rejects the assumptions and consequences of the doctrine of theistic evolution. His conclusions are fresh and startling. $8.00

Dinosaurs and Creation Donald B. DeYoung Dr. DeYoung demonstrates that evolution is not the only explanation for the existence and death of dinosaurs. He uses a question-and-answer format, supplemented by tables and figures, to offer the creationist explanation. $14.00

Evidence for Special Creation Carl Wieland A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet discussing six major scientific evidences supporting special creation as opposed to general evolution. (16 pages) $0.75

Evidence for a Young World Russell Humphries A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet which documents twelve natural phenomena which conflict with the idea that the universe is billions of years old. (24 pages) $0.75

Evolution and Christian Compromise Tom Kindell This is a Biblical critique of theistic evolution, day-age theory, gap theory and progressive creation theory. $4.50

Evolution of a Creationist Jobe Martin In chronicling his personal journey, Dr. Martin looks at animals that break all evolutionary rules, the problems with the evolutionary theory, and the Bible as an excellent book of science. $12.00
Evolution on Trial  Thomas J. Kindell Dr. Kindell has placed evolution on trial and, using the testimony of evolutionists themselves, he has marshalled powerfully convincing evidence that the theory of evolution is scientifically untenable. $23.00

Five Pioneer Missionaries  This 345-page book contains the biographies of David Brainard, William C. Burns, John Eliot, Henry Martyn and John G. Paton. $12.00

Foolish Faith  Judah Etinger  This fast-paced book tackles seven apologetics arguments including world religions, creation, “contradictions” in the Bible and the authenticity of the resurrection. $12.00

Footprints in the Ash  John Morris & Steve Austin  Journey back to the explosion of Mt. St. Helens and see how scientific research supports a young earth and global flood. Profusely illustrated with full-colour photographs. $16.00

For Time and Forever  Henry Morris  Besides debunking evolutionary myths, Dr. Morris also answers the heart cry of man: where do I fit in? Does God have a purpose for me? $12.00

Fossils That Speak Out  Phil Saint  This is a well-researched, irrefutable book that provides startling scientific evidence on the major flaws of evolution and why creation reigns supreme according to Bible truth. $9.00

From Evolution to Creation  Gary Parker  A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet in which Dr. Parker explains how he was transformed from an evolutionist to a creationist. (16 pages) $0.75

Frozen in Time  Michael Oard  Discover plausible explanations of the seemingly unsolvable mysteries about the Ice Age and the woolly mammoths. Learn about super Ice Age floods and man in the Ice Age. $12.00

Genesis and the Origin of Coal and Oil  T. Major  Standard evolutionary interpretations are critiqued, and scientific answers based on a worldwide catastrophic Flood are proposed in their stead. $5.00

Genesis Factor, The  Ron Bigalke, Jr.  In this ground-breaking book eight leading voices in the creation movement defend Genesis from compromise positions using scientific and historical evidence. $12.00

Geology and Creation  Donald DeYoung  This book presents non-technical answers to 100 of the most-asked questions in earth science. DeYoung shows that geology, properly interpreted, supports a recent creation. $13.00

Geology Pamphlets  These brochures explain awesome geological formations from a biblical view point. Cave Formations, Niagara Falls, Grand Canyon, Yellowstone Petrified Forest, Mount St. Helens. $0.50 each

Global Flood of Noah, The  B. Thompson  God’s Word speaks plainly of a worldwide flood. This book presents evidences to that effect from Scripture and science that are very overwhelming both in nature and in number. $7.00

God and the Nations  Henry Morris  An examination of the history and the future of nations in the light of Biblical history and prophecy. $11.00

God’s Promise to the Chinese  Ethel Nelson, Richard Broadberry, Ginger Tong Chock  In this book, the Authors show that the inventor of the original Chinese characters knew and believed in the Biblical account of creation. $16.00

God’s Promise to the Chinese (Chinese Edition)  This popular book is now available in the Chinese language. $9.00

Grand Canyon, A Different View  Tom Vail  Exquisite photography of the river, the cliffs, the wildlife, the plants and waterfalls with 23 essays from leading Grand Canyon authorities. An excellent “coffee table” book. $18.00

History of Evolutionary Thought, The  B. Thompson  An extensive reference work giving the history of the creation/evolution controversy from 700 B.C. to the present. Well referenced (with over 330 footnotes), and complete with index. $5.00

How Could a Loving God?  Ken Ham  In this provocative book Ken Ham makes clear the answers on suffering and loss found in the pages of scripture. This book has insights found nowhere else. $10.00

If Animals Could Talk  Werner Gitt  Told from each animal’s perspective, this is a fascinating description of incredible design features in a wide range of animals, all logically pointing to a loving Creator. $8.00

In Six Days  John Ashton, Ed.  In this book, 50 scientists say “Yes!” to the question: “Can any scientist with a Ph.D. believe in the idea of a literal six day creation?” Ideas discussed include the big bang theory, radioactive dating, light from distant stars and the fossil record. $15.00

In the Minds of Men — Darwin and the New World Order  I.T. Taylor  This book is a comprehensive mine of evolutionary history and factual scientific information. Later chapters show how evolutionary scientism and social Darwinism finally lead on to atheism and a humanistic new world order. Paperback $20.00

Is the Big Bang Biblical?  John Morris  One hundred relevant questions and answers relating to science and creation. $13.00

Journey through the Creation Museum  Ken Ham  View the unique displays and exhibits of the Answers in Genesis Creation Museum in this elegant gift-style book. The museum comes alive with the full-colour photos and Ken Ham’s commentary. $16.00

Mammot: Riddle of the Ice Age  Jonathan Sarfati  A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet discussing mammoths and their relation to the flood, the ice age and cloning. (24 pages) $0.75

Millions of Years and the Downfall of the Christian West  Terry Mortenson  A 9cm by 14cm booklet which explains the origin of the idea that the earth is billions of years old and the effect that idea has had on the church $0.75

Miracles  Henry Morris  Here is a small, easy to read book that provides Biblical and scientific answers to key questions about miracles. $12.00
New Answers Book, The  Ken Ham, ed. This is the latest version of one of the most popular creation science titles ever published. Find ready and easy-to-understand answers for questions on archaeology and the Bible, the ice age, “races” of man and creation. $15.00

New Answers Book 2, The  Ken Ham, ed. This second volume of the popular Answers Book explores an additional 21 exciting and faith-affirming topics including Lucifer, Egyptian chronology, the star of Bethlehem and the “evolutionization” of our culture. $15.00

None of These Diseases  S.I. McMillen Shows how medical science now supports the truths that have been in God’s Word all along. $20.00

Old Earth Creationism on Trial  Tim Chaffey and Jason Lisle While much of the controversy around the age of the earth focuses on the scientific evidences and beliefs regarding evolution, the authors reveal the debate has a much more compelling and simple core truth – scriptural authority. $12.00

On the Seventh Day  John Ashton Over 40 PhDs explore the linkage between science and faith. A perfect book for the agnostic or Christian who’s not quite sure. $15.00

Our Created Moon  Don DeYoung & John Whitcomb This book provides thoughtful and complete, factual explanations about Earth’s closest neighbour. $12.00

Over the Edge  Larry Vardiman Dr. Vardiman recounts his memorable trips to the Grand Canyon as he leads groups of adventurous tourists up and down the craggy cliffs. Humourously written, this book presents a complete picture of past judgment as the beautiful canyon is explored. $9.00

Persuaded by the Evidence  Doug Stark & Jerry Bergman, eds. This is a unique and interesting collection of true stories from Christians, each of whom shares his personal journey to find the biblical truth of a six-day creation. Read how the discoveries they made have shaped their faith and changed their lives and how you, too, can be persuaded by the evidence. $14.00

Physical Science and Creation  Don B. DeYoung This book shows the excitement and absolute credibility of creation in the realm of physical science. $5.00

Puzzle of Ancient Man, The  Donald E. Chittick Was ancient man simple and primitive as we have been led to believe? Dr. Chittick examines what the facts say about ancient man that have long gone unnoticed by today’s secular media. $15.00

Questions I Have Always Wanted to Ask  Werner Gitt This incredible book seriously addresses the questions and problems for those who are doubting and searching. $6.00

Quote Book, The  Editor: Dr. A. Snelling Hear what evolutionists are saying about evolution! One hundred and thirty quotes from leading evolutionary scientists. Magazine format. $5.00

Remote Control  Carl Kerby Learn to recognize the evolution you are bombarded with daily as the author points out examples of evolutionary thought in movies, television shows and books. $9.00

Road Guide to the John Day Area of Central Oregon  D. Bokovoy, H. Coffin, J. Hergenrather This full-colour book provides a mile-by-mile log of significant geological features along with interesting historical tidbits, all from the Creation-Flood perspective. $7.00

Road Guide to Yellowstone National Park  H. Coffin, J. Hergenrather, D. Bokovoy, M. Oard As well as a mile-by-mile log of significant geological sites, the guide also contrasts the evolutionary model with the creation model. $10.00

Scopes: Creation on Trial  Jonathan Sarfati This book represents the true, largely untold story of an historically memorable battle between creation and evolution. $5.00

Shattering the Myths of Darwinism  Richard Milton With keen insight and objectivity, science correspondent Richard Milton reveals that Darwinian evolution totters atop a shambles of outdated and circumstantial evidence. This is a very readable book. $31.00

Six Days of Genesis, The  Paul F. Taylor Follow this spell-binding, verse-by-verse study as Taylor takes you from the Garden of Eden to the Fall to the Table of nations. $14.00

Some Call It Science  Henry Morris In Dr. Morris’ final book, he illustrates the religious nature of and the scientific case against evolution by using evolutionists’ own words. $5.00

Something from Nothing  Kurt Wise and Sheila Richardson Beginning with God and His Word as the standard, this book demonstrates how the Biblical witness teaches that the universe is not as old as other theories contend. $12.00

Stars and Their Purpose  Werner Gitt Find answers to questions such as: “Why are there stars in the universe?” Is its existence a coincidence or does it have a pre-destined design? $8.00

Straight Answers to Tough Questions  John Morris & Doug Phillips Answers to twenty of the most commonly asked questions show that your worldview does matter. $6.00

Tornado in a Junkyard  James Perloff This is an unique presentation of the scientific case against Darwinism, informally written for the layman. $20.00
and future.

In this updated classic, now in paperback, Dr. Morris uses astronomy, biology, chemistry, physics and geology to present clear evidence that the Bible gives us an astonishingly accurate record of the past, present and future.

Bones of Contention (revised and updated) Marvin L. Lubenow Dr. Henry Morris says, “This is the most complete and accurate critique of the fossils of the so-called ‘ape-men’. The myth of human evolution is completely demolished.” Twenty-five years of research have gone into putting this brilliant work together. There is also an excellent section on why a Christian can’t believe in evolution.

Weather and the Bible Donald B. DeYoung One hundred questions on the weather and weather related topics are answered from the Christian perspective by a physics professor.

What does the Bible say about Astronomy? Jason Lisle A 9cm by 14cm booklet showing that when the Bible addresses the topic of astronomy it is accurate in every aspect. 24 pages.

Biblical Basis for Modern Science Henry Morris In this updated classic, now in paperback, Dr. Morris uses astronomy, biology, chemistry, physics and geology to present clear evidence that the Bible gives us an astonishingly accurate record of the past, present and future.

Bones of Contention (revised and updated) Marvin L. Lubenow Dr. Henry Morris says, “This is the most complete and accurate critique of the fossils of the so-called ‘ape-men’. The myth of human evolution is completely demolished.” Twenty-five years of research have gone into putting this brilliant work together. There is also an excellent section on why a Christian can’t believe in evolution.

True Story of Noah’s Ark Tom Dooly Colorful illustrations in this Biblically and historically accurate account of the flood.

Unwrapping the Pharaohs John Ashton & David Down This book presents a groundbreaking chronology that confirms the Old Testament accounts of Joseph, Moses and the exodus. There are over 300 full colour photographs and a DVD filmed on location in Egypt at actual archaeological sites.

What does the Bible say about Astronomy? Jason Lisle A 9cm by 14cm booklet showing that when the Bible addresses the topic of astronomy it is accurate in every aspect. 24 pages.

Weather and the Bible Donald B. DeYoung One hundred questions on the weather and weather related topics are answered from the Christian perspective by a physics professor.

What does the Bible say about Astronomy? Jason Lisle A 9cm by 14cm booklet showing that when the Bible addresses the topic of astronomy it is accurate in every aspect. 24 pages.
Grand Canyon: Monument to Catastrophe
Steven A. Austin Fourteen writers lead you on a tour of the Grand Canyon in this first distinctly creationist field guidebook to the geology, biology and human history of the world’s greatest natural wonder. In 8x11 format, the book is well illustrated with many colour photographs. $25.00

Human Body: An Intelligent Design, The
Alan Gillen, Frank Sherwin, Alan Knowles This book is unusual in that, while it is built around widely accepted physiological themes, it provides a distinct creationist approach to the study of the human body. $18.00

Illustrated Origins Answer Book, The
P. Taylor One of the all-time best summaries of evidence against evolution. Includes hundreds of references, suggested reading lists, in-depth information and technical data. An ideal resource for student research papers. $15.00

In the Beginning Walt Brown. A goldmine of data and helpful information from the life, astronomical and earth sciences showing the scientific case for creation. Dr. Brown explains in detail his Hydroplate Theory as well as answers to 24 frequently asked questions. Hardcover $32.00

In the Beginning was Information Werner Gitt This book considers the origin of life from the viewpoint of information science. The author uses many illustrative and striking examples to show what information is and how it came about. $12.00

Long War Against God, The H. Morris Dr. Morris documents the impact of evolution on all fields of study and the ultimate struggle which has emerged between two divergent worldviews—a definitive history of philosophical atheism. Paperback $14.00

Natural Limits to Biological Change Lane Lester & Raymond Bohlin This book is a careful objective evaluation of the two currently advocated theories of evolution, Neo-Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium. $18.00

Natural Sciences Know Nothing of Evolution, The A.E. Wilder-Smith Deals with the chemical origin of life, how the generation of information and random processes are incompatible; and dating methods. $10.00

Noah's Ark: A Feasibility Study John Woodmorappe. This unique study documents in copious detail the perfect feasibility of every aspect of the flood account – number of animals, their collection, care and later migrations. $25.00

Not by Chance Lee Spetner A recognized expert on the genetic code demonstrates conclusively that chance mutations will never result in evolutionary change. This Jewish scholar shows that all useful genetic information must have been present at the start. Excellent for scholarly skeptics. $21.00

Of Pandas and People P. Davis and D. Kenyon This book presents data from six areas of science that bear on the central question of biological origins. This is a balanced treatment of the concepts of evolution and intelligent design, explaining the scientific rationale of the later. Hardcover $14.95

Refuting Evolution Jonathan Sarfati This is a general critique of the most up-to-date arguments for evolution to challenge educators, students and parents. Thus it provides a good summary of the arguments against evolution and for creation. $10.00

Refuting Evolution 2 Jonathan Sarfati In this sequel to Refuting Evolution, Dr Sarfati refutes the latest arguments used to support evolution. This book will prepare you to answer your peers, teachers, neighbours and skeptics. $10.00

Starlight and Time D. Russell Humphreys The Bible teaches the universe is just thousands of years old, and yet we can see stars that are billions of light-years away. In his book, Dr. Humphreys explains his new cosmology with an easy-to-read popular summary and two technical papers. $8.00

Thousands… not Billions Donald DeYoung This book summarizes eight years of research by a team of scientists whose goal was to explore the age of the earth from a biblical perspective. Dating methods are clearly explained in this 190-page book. $12.00

Thousands… not Billions Study Guide Donald DeYoung This new resource guides the reader through Dr. DeYoung’s book chapter by chapter with objectives outlines, overviews, implication and review questions and additional activities. $9.00

Time and Eternity Werner Gitt Dr. Gitt applies his laws of information science to investigate what time and eternity are in relation to our transient perspective, focusing on God who is the source of both time and eternity. $6.00

“Vestigial Organs” are Fully Functional Jerry Bergman and George Howe Evolutionists still assert that many structures in the bodies of animals, and people and even plants are useless remnants (vestiges). Bergman and Howe show that each of these supposed “remnants of evolution” plays an important role and should not be considered as a useless vestige. $11.00

What is Creation Science? H. Morris & G. Parker Non-religious in content, this book answers the above question for students, parents, educators and others interested in the present creation/evolution controversy. $13.00

Young Earth, The John D. Morris This book contains much geologic evidence for a young earth. Fossils, dating methods and many of the assumptions that the theory of evolution requires are covered. Teachers and speakers will find the more than 80 transparency masters a real help in their own presentations. $17.00
An Ice Age Caused by the Genesis Flood

Michael Oard

A detailed study of the scientific evidence that the Ice Age was caused by the Flood, and that it occurred thoroughly in accord with the Biblical chronology of a recent creation. Fully documented from secular sources.

Hardcover $40.00

Ancient Ice Ages of Gigantic Submarine Landslides

M. Oard

The hypothesis of pre-Pleistocene ice ages is challenged by a Flood mechanism.

$18.00

Biotic Message, The

Walter J. ReMine

HC, 538 pp. Life on Earth, communicates a non-naturalistic “biotic message:” the existence of a single intelligent designer. Written at an advanced (university) level. High priced but worth it!

$36.00

Climates before and after the Flood

Larry Vardiman

Using the best atmospheric modeling tools available, Dr. Vardiman provides captivating insights into the flood and ice age.

$17.00

Creation’s Tiny Mystery

R. V. Gentry

A book by the world’s authority on radioactive haloes in granite, coalified wood and other rocks. This work is very relevant to young earth models of origins and has not been refuted by evolutionists.

$19.00

Design and Origins in Astronomy (Vol. 1) (Vol. 2)

Creation Research Society Key articles are reprinted from the CRS Quarterly. Both volumes include a sampling of important astronomy subjects by a variety of authors.

$13.00

Frozen Record, The

Michael Oard

This technical monograph on ice core dating deals with the origin and development of the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets and the differences between the Creation-Flood and Evolutionary-Uniformitarian models for dating.

$20.00

Ice Cores and the Age of the Earth

Larry Vardiman

This book is a detailed analysis of ice samples from deep within Greenland and Antarctic polar ice caps. The data obtained from ice-core drillings is reinterpreted in terms of a Biblical framework of earth history.

$12.00

Defender’s Study Bible

Henry Morris

Containing over 6400 explanatory footnotes, 18 appendices, index, concordance and maps, this King James Version Bible stresses the defense of the Biblical Christian faith from the perspective of literal creation and absolute Biblical inerrant authority. (Leather available on request).

Hardcover $40.00

Genesis Record, The

H. Morris

The only commentary on the entire Book of Genesis by a creationist scientist. Discussions on all important historical and scientific problems are woven into the narrative, which holds interest of reader throughout. Complete indexes and appendices. 608 pages. 1976.

Hardcover $39.00

Remarkable Record of Job, The

H. Morris

Understand the importance of Job and his message in this first commentary of Job written from a creationist’s perspective.

Paperback $9.00

Remarkable Journey of Jonah

Henry Morris

A devotional on the book of Jonah that presents compelling evidence that the fish and Jonah were very real.

$10.00

Remarkable Wisdom of Solomon, The

Henry Morris

Dr. Morris adds to his other commentaries this verse-by-verse study of the books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon, including details on the life of Solomon.

$15.00

Revelation Record, The

H. Morris

A scientific and devotional commentary on the prophetic book of the end times written in a similar style as the author’s Genesis Record.

Hardcover $27.00

Treasures in the Psalms

H. Morris

This verse-by-verse devotional includes scientific insights into 78 selected Psalms. It is sure to yield a harvest of spiritual blessings while teaching the reader more about God as his Creator.

Paperback $16.00

Missoula Flood controversy and the Genesis Flood

Michael Oard

This book describes the spectacular evidence for one of the world’s most catastrophic floods. Evidence for the Genesis Flood is also presented, including new information from the field of geomorphology.

$17.00

Mystery of Life’s Origin, The

Charles B. Thaxton, Walter L. Bradley, Roger L. Olsen

This book brings together in one volume the isolated criticisms found throughout the chemical evolution literature. The result is a severe challenge to the accepted interpretation of chemical evolution.

$16.00

Mythology of Modern Dating Methods

John Wood-morappé

This book focuses critical light on radio isotope dating methods and helps the reader to understand the principles and coverups in biased dating methods.

$15.00

Plate Tectonics: A Different View

John Reed (Ed.)

Four creationist geologists provide reasons for questioning plate tectonics and whether it should be assumed in flood models.

$18.00

Radioisotopes and the age of the Earth, Vol. II

Larry Vardiman, Andrew Snelling & Eugene Chaffin (Eds.),

Believing that we have been misled about the reliability of radioactive dating methods, eight PhD scientists present an alternative explanation for the billions of years conventionally assigned to rocks. A less technical treatment is found in the Book Thousands... not Billions (see p.12)

$75.00

Sea-floor Sediment and the Age of the Earth

Larry Vardiman

This book demonstrates the compatibility of the data on sea-floor sediment accumulation with the Biblical doctrine of a geologically recent worldwide flood

$15.00

Variation and Fixity in Nature

Frank L. Marsh

This unique, extremely interesting book discusses in detail what the phrase “after its own kind” means. Contains material not found in any other book.

$10.00

Defender’s Study Bible

Henry Morris

College and University Level

Hardcover $39.00

Remarkable Journey of Jonah

Henry Morris

A devotional on the book of Jonah that presents compelling evidence that the fish and Jonah were very real.

$10.00

Remarkable Wisdom of Solomon, The

Henry Morris

Dr. Morris adds to his other commentaries this verse-by-verse study of the books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon, including details on the life of Solomon.

$15.00

Revelation Record, The

H. Morris

A scientific and devotional commentary on the prophetic book of the end times written in a similar style as the author’s Genesis Record.

Hardcover $27.00

Treasures in the Psalms

H. Morris

This verse-by-verse devotional includes scientific insights into 78 selected Psalms. It is sure to yield a harvest of spiritual blessings while teaching the reader more about God as his Creator.

Paperback $16.00
A Question of Origins (APF) This visually rich production reveals conclusive evidence that the universe and all life were created by a Supernatural Being, the God of the Bible, our Creator. There are 8 languages on this DVD. $18.00

Astounding Evidence for a Young Earth Bruce Malone Using unforgettable visual demonstrations, Bruce Malone reveals how both science and Scripture indicate that the earth is relatively young. Listeners will learn the limitations of science and grow in their trust of God’s Word. $12.00

Astronomy and the Bible Mike Riddle An analysis of the scientific evidence for the big bang, the origin of stars and the age of the solar system. Includes interview with Danny Faulkner. (72+ min.) $18.00

Awesome Forces of God’s Creation Moody 45-minute DVDs show how water, earth and wind reveal the power and glory of a Master Creator. $42.00

Case for a Creator, The Lee Strobel This is a remarkable film about Lee Strobel’s journey from spiritual skepticism to a profound faith in the God who has etched His indelible signature upon every galaxy and every living cell. (60 min. + 40 min. of extras) $18.00

Case for Christ, The Lee Strobel This film is Lee Strobel’s personal investigation of the evidence for Jesus. Strobel interviews experts with doctorates to establish the reliability of the historical records of Jesus’ life, teachings and resurrection. $18.00

Cloning, Stem Cells and the Value of Life Mike Riddle While addressing the ethical issues surrounding embryonic and adult stem cell research, Riddle deflates the myths and false reports given by the media. The value of human life is inescapable in his hard-hitting conclusion. $13.00

Code of Life, The Georgia Purdom Dr. Purdom clearly shows that “junk” DNA isn’t junk and that mutations and natural selection are headed in the wrong direction, corrupting and decreasing information in DNA, making evolution impossible. $13.00

Creation Astronomy Jason Lisle Dr. Lisle shows from astronomy and from Genesis that God created the entire universe supernaturally. When the evidence of nature is understood properly it lines up perfectly with the clear teachings of Scripture. $13.00

Creation/Evolution: Does it Matter What We Believe? Mike Riddle Discussion of seven Biblical truths that declare the Bible and evolution to be incompatible. Includes interviews with six creationist scientists. (64 min. of lecture + interviews) $18.00

D is for Dinosaur A colourful, animated reading of the exciting ‘D is for Dinosaur’ children’s book. (15 min.) $8.00

Darwinism versus Christ Richard Peachey On this DVD, Richard shows that it is intellectually contradictory to believe both evolution and creation. $15.00

Dinosaurs and Creation Mace Baker Traces the history of dinosaurs from creation to modern times and shows how they fit into Earth history in a way that is compatible with both science and Scripture. $21.00

Dinosaurs by Design In this production, Dr. Menton presents the evidence that terrible lizards were not the product of millions of years of evolution but were the creation of the Master Designer. $15.00

Dinosaurs, Genesis and the Gospel Ken Ham answers common questions about dinosaurs and shows how they can be used to present the gospel. 2 DVDs including songs by Buddy Davis. $15.00

Distant Starlight Jason Lisle How does light from distant galaxies reach Earth within the biblical time scale? In this illustrated presentation, Dr. Lisle discusses the nature of the “distant starlight problem” and some of the strengths and weaknesses of various proposed solutions. 47 min. $14.00

Dolphins: Tribes of the Sea Exploration Films Travel the world to see how dolphin groups in different locations interact with human beings and visit researchers as they discover just how intelligent, clever and intuitive dolphins really are. $20.00

Enjoy the Ride Carl Kerby In this DVD, Carl Kerby compares riding the rapids with handling the trials of life. People on the raft must follow their guide’s instruction and Christians must trust God’s word and follow His plan. $13.00

Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed Ben Stein Ben Stein interviews educators and scientists that have been ridiculed, denied tenure and even fired for merely believing that there might be evidence of design in nature and that perhaps life is not just the result of random chance. This will open your eyes to the shocking lack of academic freedom in our society. $21.00

Faithful Messenger, The ICR This documentary contrasts the lives of Dr. Henry Morris and Charles Darwin, their critical turning-point decisions and the influence these choices had on the world. Each man committed himself to a worldview with enormous eternal consequences. 4 disc DVD set with approx. 5 hours viewing. $30.00

Answers This magazine began publication in 2006. In it you will find articles with a biblical worldview emphasis plus articles that deal with the creation/evolution controversy. There are also pull-out sections for children and adults. Four issues per year. Subscriptions $29.00 per year Back issues: $7.00 each

Subscriptions Creation This full-colour magazine gives God the glory, refutes evolution and gives you answers to defend your faith. It contains exciting articles and great witnessing material you won’t find anywhere else. Four issues per year. Subscription: $32.00 per year Back issues $5.00 each
Ph.D. scientists challenge this claim. People just by chance and natural selection. Four evolutionists claim that ancestral amphibians did change into a princess can’t turn a frog into a prince, yet evolution-creationists (60 min.)

Love. The wonders of God’s Power, Wisdom, Justice and DVD uses stunning photography of creation to display the eruption of Mount St. Helens. 103 min. $36.00

From a Frog to a Prince Keziah A kiss from a princess can’t turn a frog into a prince, yet evolutionists claim that ancestral amphibians did change into people just by chance and natural selection. Four Ph.D. scientists challenge this claim. $13.00

From Evolution to Creation Gary Parker Dr. Parker’s personal testimony of his journey from evolutionist to creationist (60 min.) $15.00

Geologic Evidences for Very Rapid Strata Deposition in the Grand Canyon Steve Austin Strata, fossils, faults, erosion and volcanoes reveal Noah’s catastrophic flood at the Grand Canyon. (38 min.) $15.00

Global Warming Through on-location interviews with leading Christian scientists, climatologists and other commentators, the politics of global warming are revealed. This balanced approach to a very “hot” subject will equip you with the information necessary to honour the Creator without worshipping the creation. $18.00

God of Wonders Eternal Productions This excellent DVD uses stunning photography of creation to display the wonders of God’s Power, Wisdom, Justice and Love. $18.00

Golden River: Secrets of the Amazon (Exploration Films) View one of the world’s most beautiful and unspoiled places, host to some of the most remarkable and fascinating wildlife on earth. You will see through the lens of the finest wildlife photographers. 50 min. $20.00

Grand Canyon: Monument to the Flood This 55 minute video uses photography and computer graphics to explain how Grand Canyon is best understood in the light of phenomena associated with the Genesis flood. $21.00

Hearing Ear and Seeing Eye, The David Menton Dr. Menton escorts you on a journey into the marvelous intricacies of the human ear and eye, which both have the clear stamp of the Creator. 65 min. $13.00

Hidden World of Africa, The Exploration Films Remarkable photography reveals some of the hundreds of invertebrates that thrive and support lives far larger than their own. Discover the big wonders of small creatures. 50 min. $20.00

How well Designed was Noah’s Ark? Werner Gitt Dr. Gitt shows that the dimensions of Noah’s ark were optimal for stability and efficient use of material. $15.00

Ice Age: Only the Bible Explains It, The Michael Oard Meteorologist Michael Oard examines the physical evidence, scrutinizes the secular theories and shows that only the Bible sufficiently explains the mechanism necessary to produce and sustain the Ice Age. $13.00

Icons of Evolution ColdWater Media Learn about the controversy that engulfs one town when a teacher actually tries to tell students that some scientists disagree with Darwin. Discover that the most famous icons of evolution are based on outdated research and sloppy logic. $18.00

Image of God, The David Aikman Learn compelling new evidence that man was created in the image of God. View the fossil record and see for yourself that the facts support man as a special creation of God and not a highly evolved ape. 27 min. $13.00

In the Beginning was Information Werner Gitt An information specialist shows that coded information can only come from an intelligent source. The DNA code is proof of an intelligent Designer. $15.00

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution (Vol. 1), (Vol. 2), (Vol. 3), Dr. Jobe Martin Dr. Martin was a traditional evolutionist but powerful evidence from animal design convinced him of the truth of creation. Each video shows the fascinating design of six to eight different animals. $20.00 ea.

Journey through Creation Sean Meek This presentation explores the controversy between creation and evolution and why it matters. The central beliefs of both sides are discussed and the consequences of a society dominated by the religion of Evolutionism are reviewed. Learn how to refute the fallacies of evolution. (50 min) $20.00

Journeys to the Edge of Creation Moody Institute of Science Two discs take the viewer through the solar system, the Milky Way and beyond. See the grand detail only the Master Planner could have created. $30.00

Life’s Story: the one that hasn’t been told Exploration Films In a wildlife program unlike any other seen, you will journey to discover the story of life itself. The program examines the long held beliefs that have been the foundation of natural selection for more than 150 years. $20.00

Life’s Story 2: the reason for the journey Exploration Films In this program you will learn about marine life, the complex behaviour of birds and the differences between apes, monkeys and humans. See the intricate designs of nature’s vast array of creatures and our place among them in this wonderfully created world. $20.00

Lucy, She’s No Lady David Menton Dr. Menton leaves no doubt that the famous Lucy fossils belong to a knuckle-walking, ape-like creature – not a lady! $13.00
Mammoth and the Ice Age *Michael Oard* You’ll be captivated as this video unravels the baffling mystery of the Ice Age that followed the Biblical Flood and answers your questions about the Siberian mammoths. $13.00

Millions of Years: where did the idea come from? *Terry Mortenson* This unique video introduces the men and the theories that helped popularize the idea of millions of years of Earth history. The issue is not science vs. religion but anti-Christian ideas vs. the clear teaching of Scripture. (65 min) $15.00

Mount St. Helens: Explosive Evidence for Creation *This video shows actual photographs of Mount St. Helens before, during and after its 1980 eruption and discusses its significance for the Biblical Flood. (55 min)* $20.00

Only One Race *Ken Ham* This video meets the racism issue head on. It addresses the questions of skin colour, origins of the nations, the curse of Ham and the influence of humanism and evolution on racist attitudes. $15.00

Origin of Life, The *Mike Riddle* Has life been created in the laboratory? This DVD discusses attempts to create life, DNA, information and computers. Includes interviews with three creationists. (63+ min) $18.00

Origin of the Species: Was Darwin Right? *Terry Mortenson* Dr. Mortenson shows that natural selection and beneficial mutations do not support the theory of evolution. This DVD shows that real science always confirms that God’s Word is true. $15.00

Privileged Planet, The *Illustra Media* Through stunning computer animation and spectacular images of Earth and the cosmos, this video demonstrates the need for an intelligent designer. $18.00

Privileged Planet, The (Chinese) *This version of the popular DVD contains sound tracks in Cantonese, Mandarin and English.* (see description above) $18.00

Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth *Steve Austin* The principles, methods and data from radioisotopes are explained very simply to illustrate conflicting ideas on the age of the earth. $13.00

Rate Premier Conference *ICR* The latest research findings on radio-isotopes and the age of the earth are presented in this 2-DVD set. It is formatted so that the conference can be viewed in its entirety or one session at a time. $28.00

Riddle of the Dinosaurs, The *An educational and entertaining lecture on dinosaurs for children.* Mike Riddle equips the home viewer to answer the questions that arise about dinosaurs. $14.00

Rocks around the Clock *Emil Silvestru* This DVD explores geological anomalies that do not support the theory of evolution. $13.00

Rocks of Ages or Rock of Creation *RATE, a creationist research project, finds exciting evidence that earth’s rocks may be only thousands of years old. (38 minutes)* $15.00

Rock Strata, Fossils and the Flood *Andrew Snelling* Using six main geologic evidences, Dr. Snelling demonstrates that a global flood would produce billions of dead plants and animals buried and fossilized in sand, mud and lime that were deposited rapidly by water in rock layers all over the earth. $13.00

Searching for the Truth on Origins *Roger Oakland* This series of messages compares the views of creation and evolution with the facts. It reveals the impact of the evolutionary view on human morality and spirituality and explains how the evidence for creation can be used as a tool for evangelism. There are 14 messages on 4 DVDs. $45.00

Starlight and Time *Rusell Humphries* See the spectacular 3D imagery how big bang and creation cosmologies differ and why the evidence supports a recent creation of the universe. $15.00

They’re Not Just Stories *Rod Martin* Join Rod Martin on an interactive journey through the Old Testament, stopping along the way to see how God used ordinary men and women in extraordinary ways to paint the “big picture” that leads up to the gospel. 47 min. $15.00

Thousands not Billions *This compelling documentary summarizes eight years of research by a team of scientists whose goal was to explore the age of the earth from a biblical perspective.* $18.00

Unlocking the Mystery of Life *Illustra Media* This video transports you into the interior of the living cell to explore systems and machines that bear the unmistakable hallmarks of design. $18.00

Unlocking the Mystery of Life (Chinese version) *This popular DVD is now available with English, Cantonese and Mandarin tracks.* $18.00

Unlocking the Mystery of Life (Spanish) *This version of the popular DVD contains sound tracks in Spanish and English.* (see description above) $20.00

Where does the Evidence Lead? *Illustra Media* Excerpts from *Unlocking the Mystery of Life* in six 10-minute segments which challenge Darwinian evolution and present a powerful challenge to its validity. $18.00

Wonders of God’s Creation *Moody* 3-DVD This set includes 60-minute presentations on Planet Earth, the Animal Kingdom and Human Life. $42.00
Jonathan Park Adventure Series Each of these adventures is based on real places and scientific discoveries—all designed to build your faith! Join Jonathan Park, Jessie Brenan and their families and friends as they combine forces to build the new Brenan Ranch and Museum, open a fossil dinosaur discovery, solve mysteries, explore hidden caves and fight against the opposition to spread the message of the Creator.

Vol. I – The Adventure Begins
Vol. II – No Looking Back
Vol. III – The Winds of Change
Vol. IV – The Hunt for Beowulf
Vol. V – The Explorer’s Society

Each volume has 12 episodes on 4 CDs $25.00 each

For the younger set

A is for Adam (Ken and Mally Ham) This colourful rhyming story teaches children about creation and the gospel. Preschool to Grade 4.

D is for Dinosaur See description on p.14

Dinosaurs, Genesis and the Gospel See description on p.14

Hummingbirds and Beavers: Wonderfully Designed Denis Dreves This video was filmed in south-western BC and shows how the hummingbird and beaver were specially designed for their respective environments.

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution See description on p.14

Marty’s Creation Adventure Series (ICR) Learn about our Creator, foss—ils, and dinosaurs all in an entertaining adventure with lots of laughs.

Marty’s Grand Adventure Marty embarks on an exiting research project in the Grand Canyon. Scientific evidence for creation and biblical truth are blended through Marty’s newest adventure.

Raising the Allosaur The incredible discovery of this dinosaur points to the fact that the creature is not millions but thousands of years old. (70 min.)

X-Nilo Show, The (Answers in Genesis) 28 min. The Biblically based creationist response to popular children’s TV programs on science, which often are blatantly evolutionary! Children will enjoy the humour of the fast-paced and well-produced program and will learn how dinosaurs fit with the Bible.

Presenting the Relevance of Creation

Bible Explains Dinosaurs, The (Ken Ham) Discover what the Bible says about dinosaurs and how they can be used to present the gospel.

Challenges of a Multi-Ethnic Ministry, The (Charles Ware) Dr. Ware shares information from his books Prejudice and the People of God and Reuniting the Family of God.

Enjoy the Ride See description on p.14

Faithful Messenger, The See description on p.14 $6.00 rental

Genesis, Babel and the Chinese Language (Andy McIntosh) Learn how different languages originated and how the early history of Genesis is preserved in the Chinese characters.

Genesis: The Key to Reclaiming the Culture (Ken Ham) Discover how a proper approach to Genesis will make Christianity relevant to any culture.

Jesus in Genesis: The Messianic Prophecies (Jonathan Sarfati) See how the whole Bible, right from the beginning, points to Jesus Christ as God, man and Saviour.

Millions of Years, Where did the idea come from? See description on p.16

AUDIO CDs

Jonathan Park Goes to the Zoo: In this latest Jonathan Park audio album, Jonathan and his father explore the design characteristics of 100 animals to dispel common evolutionary myths. $25.00

Search for the Truth Bruce Malone This album contains four one-hour lectures on the importance of taking the Bible seriously as it speaks on the issues of the physical world. Using stories and illustrations, Bruce Malone explains how science is in perfect harmony with the Bible when God’s interaction with creation is not ruled out before examining the evidence. Lectures include: Why are we losing our Christian Culture?; Astonishing evidence for a Young Earth, Explosive Geological Evidence for Creation and The Biblical Answer to Racism. $12.00

DVD RENTALS

Costs: Rental is $3.00 per DVD unless otherwise indicated. Postage plus insurance must be paid both ways unless DVDs are picked up in person. An invoice will be sent showing the total amount payable. Ordering: Orders may be placed by mail (see address elsewhere in the catalogue), by telephone (604) 943-3679 or (604) 535-0019) or by e-mail (info@creationbc.org). Please request videos by title and author/producer where given in the catalogue.

Reconciliation Rooted in Redemption and Guided by Revelation (Charles Ware) Dr. Ware shares his insights as senior pastor of the multicultural Crossroads Bible Church and co-founder of the Voices of Biblical Reconciliation.

Six Days and the Eisegesis Problem (Ken Ham) Ken shows what happens to the six days of creation when one reads his own ideas into Scripture rather than letting Scripture speak.

Six Days of Creation, The (Ken Ham) Ken shows that it is not a matter of how old is the earth but does God mean what He says.

What the Genesis Text Really Says about Creation (Douglas Kelly) This program is a serious look at the earliest chapters of Genesis.

What the New Testament Really Says about Creation (Douglas Kelly) This companion DVD to the previous one shows that the New Testament has much to say about creation.

Where did God come From? (Ken Ham) In answering this common question, Ken teaches Christians the right way to defend their faith when they “argue” creation vs. evolution.

Why Won’t They Listen? (Ken Ham) In one of his most compelling presentations, Ken Ham explains why evangelism seems to be so difficult today - and he offers a Biblical solution.

For those with an average interest in science

A Question of Origins See description on p. 14

Aliens, UFOs and the Bible (Gary Bates) This illustrated lecture is a great introduction into the baffling mystery of UFOs.

Astronomy and the Bible See description on p. 14

Awesome Forces of God’s Creation, The Moody Institute of Science Discover how water, earth and wind reveal the power and glory of a Master Creator in this 3 DVD set. $6.00 rental

Case for a Creator, The See description p.14

Case for Christ, The See description on p.14

Cougar: Ghost of the Rockies Filmmakers spent two years in the wilds of Idaho to produce this rare and intimate portrait of a five year old cougar and her three kittens. Through spectacular photography, the elusive cougar is revealed as both predator and guardian, a mysterious phantom in nature’s hidden world.

Creation/Evolution: Does it Matter What we Believe? See description p. 13

Darwinism versus Christ See description on p.14

Dating Fossils and Rocks Mike Riddle Discover the underlying assumptions in radioactive dating methods and why they are unreliable.
Dinosaurs and Creation See description on p. 14
Dinosaurs and the Bible Vance Nelson You will see photographic evidence that demonstrates that the evolutionary story about dinosaurs is clearly wrong while having most of your questions about dinosaurs answered.
Dophins: Tribes of the Sea See description on p. 14
Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed See description p.14
Fearfully and Wonderfully Made See description p.15
Fire Below Us, The See description p.15
Fossil Record, The See description on p. 15
Four Power Questions See description on p.15
From a Frog to a Prince See description on p.15
From Evolution to Creation See description on p.15
Genesis Debate, The (Willis vs. Wieland) Experience the Willis/Wieland debate and see whose views are better supported by the evidence: an avowed atheist or a believer in a literal Genesis.
Geologic Processes and the Age of the Earth Vance Nelson You will see photographic evidence that demonstrates that canyons, strata, cave formations, coal and fossils do not require millions of years to form. Long periods of time are not necessary to explain the geology of our planet, just the right processes.
Golden River: Secrets of the Amazon See description p.15
Hearing Ear and the Seeing Eye, The (David Menton) Dr. Menton escorts you on a journey into the marvelous intricacies of the human ear and eye.
Hidden World of Africa, The See description p.15
Image of God, The See description p.15
Inherently Wind: A Hollywood History of the Scopes Trial (David Menton) Discover the distortions and inaccuracies that the play and movie Inherit the Wind have propagated about the controversial Scopes trial.
Intricacies of Flight (Andy McIntosh) Flight is one of the most complex behaviours of animals. Learn how it demonstrates the need for a Creator.
Journey through Creation See description p.15
Life's Story: the one that hasn't been told See description p.15
Life's Story 2: the reason for the journey See description p.15
Lions; Kings of Africa (Exploration Films) Wildlife cinematographers spent an entire year living among a lion pride in the Ngorongoro Crater in Northern Tanzania. You’ll witness many rare images of the Ngorongoro Crater’s wildebeest migration from the Masai Mara National Reserve in Kenya to Tanzania’s Serengeti National Park is a spectacle of life and death witnessed by few humans... until now. This remarkable epic of survival is seen in vivid, riveting detail.
Wonders of God’s Creation, The Moody Institute of Science God has left His indelible signature on every member of His universe. You will see it on planet Earth, the animal kingdom and especially human life.

For those with scientific mind
Artistic Ape Anecdotes: The art of deception? (Don Batten) Dr. Batten deals with the claimed ‘apeman’ fossils in the evolutionary tree as promoted by the Smithsonian Institute and shows that the stories do not match the facts.
Biblical Geology: Properly understanding the rocks (Tas Walker) Learn how the message of the rocks agrees with the message of the Scriptures.
Chemicals to Living Cell: Fantasy or Science? (Jonathan Sarfati) In this fascinating illustrated lecture, a Ph.D. chemist shows how the laws of real chemistry prevent non-living chemicals from arranging themselves into living cells.
Cloning, Stem Cells and the Value of Life See description on p. 14
Code of Life See description on p.14
Creation Astronomy (Jason Lisle) In this illustrated lecture, Dr. Lisle shows viewers that when the evidence of nature is understood properly, it lines up perfectly with the clear teachings of Scripture.
Did Neanderthals and Modern Humans Share a Common Gene Pool? (David Menton) Dr. Menton uses scientific evidence to answer this “modern” question.
Dynamic Life: Changes in Living Things (Carl Wieland) This presentation shows clearly that the examples used to demonstrate that evolution is happening all around us are actually the opposite of what would support evolution.
Frankenstein Foods and Fetuses (Don Batten) Is the genetic modification of our foods ethical, safe, wise, Biblical? What about cloning and stem cell research? Discover how researchers have been influenced by evolution.
Geologic Evidences for Very Rapid Strata Deposition in the Grand Canyon See description on p. 15
Geology and Cave Formation: A post-flood story (Emil Silvestru) This DVD explains how the Genesis account of a recent, worldwide flood explains most cave formations. They did not take millions of years to form.
Global Warming See description on p.15
Grand Canyon: Monument to the Flood See description on p. 15
Hubble, Bubble, Big Bang in Trouble (John Hartnett) This physicist argues persuasively that quasars are not massive objects at the universe’s edge but embryonic galaxies ejected from mature galaxies in our own neighbourhood.

How well Designed was Noah’s Ark? See description on p. 15

Ice Age: Only the Bible Explains It See description on p.15

Icons of Evolution See description on p. 15

In the Beginning was Information See description on p. 15

“Junk” DNA is Not Junk (David DeWitt) Although some scientists think they have discovered some DNA in human cells that has no purpose, this video shows that all DNA serves the purpose for which God created it.

Lucy, she’s no Lady (David Menton) This DVD shows that the skeletal remains popularly known as ‘Lucy’ could not be human and therefore ‘Lucy’ is not our ancestor.

Mammoth and the Ice Age, The (Michael Oard) How did these hairy elephants survive their hostile environment and what suddenly killed them? Michael Oard unravels the baffling mystery of the Ice Age that followed the Biblical flood.

Origin of the Species: Was Darwin Right? See description on p.16

Radioactive Decay Update: Breaking down the old-age paradigm (Keith Wanser) Dr. Wanser shows how the data from radioactive decay do not support an earth billions of years old.

Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth See description on p. 16

Rate Premier Conference See description on p.16

The Relevance of Physics, Cosmology and Astronomy for Young-Earth Creation (Keith Wanser) Many scientists say that nothing in science makes sense except in the light of evolution. Dr. Wanser shows just the opposite in this interesting DVD.

Rocks and Ages: Do They Hide Millions of Years? (Emil Silvestru) Dr. Silvestru explains the assumptions that govern what geologists pretend to see in the rock record. A Biblical model makes much more sense of the rocks we find today.

Rocks Around the Clock See description on p.16

Rock Strata, Fossils and the Flood See description on p.16

Starlight and Time See description on p.16

Thousands… not Billions See description on p.16

Wild, Wild Weather: The Genesis Flood and the Ice Age Dr. Larry Vardiman Research indicates that the ice age can be explained by hot oceans and cold continents after the Flood.
The objects of the Association are both biblical and educational:
- To promote young earth creation among Christians
- To relate the Bible of the Christian faith to the sciences and disciplines in the educational world.
- To promote research to study creation science.

The statements of belief of the Association are as follows:
- Special Recent Creation rather than a creation by development from one form of life to another.
- Divine design and purpose in nature, as opposed to an unorganized chance development.
- A world-wide, global flood at the time of Noah.
- Christ as God and Man, as our ONLY Substitute and Savior.

The Association is dedicated to bringing to Canadians the amazing scientific evidence against evolution and in favour of Biblical Creation. The Association also sponsors public lectures and discussions throughout BC on the subject of Creation and its relationship to the gospel.

All members will automatically receive mailing news and information as well as notification of upcoming events. Members will receive free shipping on purchases.

Funds are needed to support the activities of the Association. Memberships are therefore solicited from those who subscribe to the objects and statements of belief of the Association as listed above.
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PLEASE NOTE:

• POSTAGE: Because of the variety of postage rates, shipping cost can be determined only after order is ready to mail.
• Prices are subject to change without notice
• Supply subject to availability

☐ Pay from Invoice by Cheque after order is received

Credit Card:  Visa ☐  Mastercard ☐  Expiry Date ………………
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Creation Science Association of British Columbia
Box 39577, White Rock PO
White Rock, BC  V4B 5L6
e-mail: info@creationbc.org
Read the description of *Apatosaurus* in Job 40:15 - 24